
2021 Salary Surveys

2020 has been a year like no other! 

Then the first ‘lockdown’ hit mid-March and everything changed. 
Many companies were ill-prepared for such a radical change in 
the working environment and recruitment almost stopped 
overnight. HR professionals were immediately asked to assist 
management teams re-evaluate their working strategies, and to 
help manage emplhelp manage employee well-being as a priority. Working from 
home (WFH) became the new normal and inevitably cost cutting 
exercises which included furlough schemes and redundancies 
were discussed, planned and executed. HR obviously playing a 
vital role.‘Business critical’ vacancies continued to be briefed but 
the volumes of vacancies dropped to an all- time low. Most 
employees preferring to ‘sit tight’ in their current employment 
((for security & stability,) as opposed to looking for that next 
challenge and creating movement.  

It is difficult to predict what 2021 will hold, but with the news of 
vaccines becoming available soon, companies and candidates 
will feel much more optimistic for a return to normality. 

However, we have seen positive changes as a consequence to 
the pandemic; more agile working packages being offered, 
bbetter trust & smarter management styles being implemented, 
virtual meetings/interviews being utilised, positive team building 
exercises being applied and most importantly digital technology 
playing a massive part in how we work and really coming into its 
own. 

Salaries on the whole, will remain the same as 2020 and talent is 
being mapped and retained more efficiently.   
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At the start of the year, the mid to senior HR 
market was extremely buoyant with 
movement in Reward, D&I, Global Mobility 
and HR Generalists across all business 
sectors; Financial Services, FMCG, 
Commerce & Industry and Professional 
ServiServices. They all had budgets for hiring, 
processes were mostly quick (in terms of 
job briefing to hire) and many candidates 
were open to exploring new opportunities.
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